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 Titul: Nilai dan Anda, Senin, 17/02/2017 03:12 hiiii dear...,,, i was very bored, nd i had a life long dream about becoming a
sound engineer or something.. im a student,i took it as a part time job.. so i work as a cashier at the food court of arima-san,.. on
february,i had to go to i-land one month leave.. but i didnt knew that the 1st 3 days will be spending at our farm.. so i decided to
go early.. so i started to work at 11.30a.m....,,, and my supervisor is good at being kind and giving us some time to take care of
our work or learn something new and be more experienced about what we have to do.. well, i work at that 2nd floor.. but the

stuff of the first floor is our plant.. and im not just talking about the cashier,,, i also work there.. and yeah, im really grateful to
be there that i have worked there for 3 years..,, well, the production team was in the first floor.. and when i arrived, i was

accosted by my supervisor.. she brought some stuffs for us to do.. i heard that we had to make an aps (or maybe it was an asp)
sound system,, which is a good thing to improve our farm.. i heard that the boss is making an aps for 5 million yen, and i was
like "oh, then we should give it to our supervisor.." nah nah nah nah... i really do like working there because of the culture and
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the lunchbox.. they treat us as a family.. nah, it's just that they are treating us like they're our family..,, and i met new people like
my supervisor,,, she made me laugh so much.. she would also know what kind of drinks i want.., and she always wants to know
if i want a german beer,japanese beer, and a chocolate or something..,,, well, that kind of thing,,, also, i met the people from the

"other side".. that is, the high level of tech. like sound engineers or people who know how to make such things,,, well, those
people,,, their pronunciation is really bad,,, but they look really cute,,, and i think that they are really great people..,, and im not
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